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MR BRAIN ACADEMY 

ICT G5 Final revision 

 

Question 1: Choose the correct answer 

1- Fred Hiebert is an …………. and explorer in national geographic 

a) Engineer 

b) architect 

c) archeologist 

2- Fred Hiebert uses …………. To write reports about archeological 

sites 

a) MS Word 

b) MS Excel 

c) MS PowerPoint 

3- Printed letters and emails are used to communicate in a ……… way 

a) Formal 

b) Unformal 

c) Normal 

4- A school computer lab is an example of ……….. 

a) Open network 

b) Closed network 

c) The internet 

5- Braille method allows blind people to 

a) Write 

b) Read 

c) Speak 

6- To store and share information, we can use 

a) Scanner  

b) Printer 

c) Flash memory 
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7-the ………… is used to share information in a closed and private 

network 

a) Letters 

b) Internet 

c) Intranet 

8-when creating a formula, use the ……… sign for subtraction 

a) + 

b) – 

c) = 

9-…………… folders help us to manage files using technology 

a) Creating 

b) Deleting 

c) Copying 

10-………….. is faster than hard disk and can store files 

a) External hard drive 

b) Flash memory 

c) Router 

11-the router is considered ……….. 

a) Famous browser 

b) Anti virus 

c) A gate way for the internet 

12-is training someone on a subject you have a lot of experience in 

a) Communication 

b) Mentoring 

c) Learning 
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13-…………. Is a device the connects the computer to the internet via Wi-

Fi 

a) Ethernet cable 

b) Router 

c) Ethernet port 

14-Typing ………. In the cell, tell the excel that you are creating a 

formula 

a) + 

b) – 

c) = 

15-…………. Is a part of internet network made up of webpages that 

people can navigate 

a) Video chat 

b) Search engine 

c) World wide web 

16-Mr Hiebert prefers …………. To communicate with other 

a) virtual meetings 

b) tv programs 

c) face to face meetings 

17-to write the word Lion, you need ………. To represent it in a 

computer system 

a) 4 bits 

b) 4 bytes 

c) 5 bytes 

18-the ………… is private to only those who are part of organization 

a) Internet 
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b) Intranet 

c) LAN 

19-Mr Hiebert holds …………….. using zoom and WhatsApp 

a) Virtual meetings 

b) Face to face meetings 

c) Tv programs 

20-if you want to sum the values in column A, B and C from row 4, the 

formula is ………. 

a) C4+b4+a4 

b) C4-b4-a4 

c) A4+b4+c5 

21-check the software update when……….. 

a) There is not internet connection 

b) Downloading a file is very slow 

c) The computer slows down when opening an app 

22-……………is a networking technology that connects wireless mobile 

devices 

a) Bluetooth 

b) Ethernet cable 

c) Router 

23-Mr Hiebert uses MS Excel to prepare 

a) Reports 

b) Presentations 

c) Graphs 

24-…………. Measure the number of cycles your CPU carries out per 

second 
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a) Gigahertz 

b) Mbps 

c) Byte 

25-when the browser is running slow, you have to  

a) delete unwanted apps 

b) check WIFI signal 

c) restart your router 

26-you can contact the ISP for help when ………... 

a) internet connection is interrupted 

b) the browser is running slow 

c) an app does not open 

27-the best way to collect information is getting it from 

a) Facebook 

b) Books 

c) WhatsApp 

28-………… helps us to access information by scanning it with a phone 

camera 

a) Browser 

b) QR Code 

c) Digital book 

29-…………. Used to save images on computer and use them later 

a) Scanner 

b) Printer 

c) Router 

30-before you express data on a graph, you must…. 
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a) Share it online  

b) Analyze it  

c) Delete it 

31- Try a new ethernet cable when ……. 

a) There is no internet connection 

b) Downloading files is very slow 

c) The computer slows down when opening an app 

32-Mr Hiebert used ……………... to share his discoveries with his 

colleagues  

a) MS Excel 

b) MS Word 

c) Video Conference 

33-………… consists of one computer connected to a printer or a router 

a) Internet 

b) Intranet 

c) LAN 

34-………... is the smallest unit of data on your computer 

a) MPbs 

b) Byte 

c) Bit 

35-…………... consist of devices linked to the internet via Wi-Fi 

a) CPU 

b) IOT 

c) DSL 

36-you can use …………... application to buy anything on the internet 
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a) Browser 

b) Brille 

c) E-commerce 

37-…………… is available for free to al Egyptians registered on the site 

a) EKB 

b) Google chrome 

c) Wikipedia 

38-Students who need further explanation of a lesson can use 

a) Libraries 

b) Printed books 

c) YouTube channels 

39- the first step to solve any problem in the computer is to ………… it 

a) Identify 

b) Plan 

c) Leave 

40-………… is a cable that transmit sound and images to and from 

devices 

a) Ethernet cable 

b) HDMI 

c) Router cable 

41-The copyright for a website Is usually at the... of the home page. 

a) bottom  

b) top 

c) middle 

42-………………. sites that are fake and they may steal your data. 
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a) Trusted  

b) scam 

c) Reliable 

43-………is an ecologist and photographer, 

a. Albert Lin  

b. Fred Hiebert 

c. Jeff Kerby 

 44-Using multiple sources during your research is a…………decision, 

a. good 

b. wrong  

c. unhelpful 

45-…………your devices regularly keep your data safe. 

a. Uploading 

b. Updating 

c. Restarting 

46-Copyright protects all the following things, except  

a. books  

b. websites 

c. discoveries 

47-result from research and observation, they can be proven. 

a. Facts 

opinions 
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blogs 

 48-if a website asks you to enter much personal Information, you 

should 

a. enters all your data 

 b. enters trusted data only 

c. avoids using this website 

49-…………. websites offer you a prize that you never get. 

a. Online shopping sites 

 b. Scareware websites  

c. Sweepstakes 

50-Sometimes, the photographer uses his………… to take quick pictures. 

a) Computer 

b) mobile phone 

c) GPS 

51-When you want to use an image, you must mention the…………….. of 

the photographer    

a.name 

b. address  

c. number 

52-You have to show your respect for the author’s work by…………. his 

text. 

a. deleting 

b. copying  
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c. paraphrasing 

53-…………..is considered a strong password.  

a. Adam123 b.abcd123        c. RT#8gb*1  

54- The Uniform Resource Locator (URL) begins with the ……….. 

a. resource name 

b. protocol  

c. file path 

55-Creative works enter the public domain 

a. when you download it 

b. when the creator dies  

c. after 50 years of the creator's death. 

56-Passwords must be for each website you register on 

a. different 

b. weak  

c. similar 

57-The …………..is used to save your important files securely. 

a. flash memory  

b. CD drive 

c. External hard drive 

58-When you use the……………. operator, the results will include one of 

the two words. 

a. AND  
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b. OR 

c. NOT 

59-If Jeff Kerby needs to share photos with his colleagues immediately, 

he uses………..  

a. cell phone applications 

b. camera and drones 

c. social media sites 

60-………………..is sending a fake message via e-mail or social media 

applications that look real. 

a. phishing 

a. Anti-viruses 

c. Search engines 

61-Jeff Kerby uses…………….to navigate places. 

a. hard drives 

 b. GPS  

c. laptops 

62-You can use…………. to write the author's important sayings. 

a. notes  

b. talks  

c- Quotes 

63-…………. use the internet to break into your computer to steal your 

information. 
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a. Programmers 

 b. Hackers  

c. Thieves 

 64-Phishing messages can be identified by containing…………  

a. trusted information 

 b. spelling errors 

c. accurate information 

 65-Photographers should share their high-resolution photos with 

a. people they know 

b. people they trust 

 c. all people 

66-……………. information includes your name, address, and your 

passwords. 

a. Internet 

b. Public 

c. Personal 

67-Smishing is the same thing as phishing, but it is sent by……….. 

a. e-mails  

b. text messages  

c. social media sites 

 68-Use ……………in the search engine to make your search more 

accurate. 
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a. the same 

b. different 

c. synonyms 

69-When you………... statement, you must specify its source and the 

reason for using it. 

a copy  

b. quote  

c. write 

70-Passwords can be strengthened by 

a. multi-factor authentication 

b. anti-virus software  

c. web browsers 

71-To search for an online resource keyword, press  -  

a. Alt + Ctrl + Del 

b. CTRL + F  

c. CTRL+G 

 72-Using photographs that were taken by others without asking 

permission is………………….. 

a. owning images  

b. copyright infringement 

c. back-up copies 
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Question 2: Put true or false 

1- A password must not have more than 5 number (   ) 

2- Boolean operators include THE-AND-OR (    ) 

3- To get specific search results start with a specific topic and 

research questions (     ) 

4- Opinions are based on someone’s views and experience and can 

be proved (     ) 

5- Copyright laws can’t protect my creative work  (     ) 

6- Discoveries are not covered by copyrights (     ) 

7- Scam websites cannot access my device (     ) 

8- When you are asked for credit card details to pay for shipping 

online you should provide them (    ) 

9- It is more difficult to hack your account if you have a strong 

password (      ) 

10- Jeff Kerby ensures that his work is protected by sharing high 

quality photos (    ) 

11- Photographers can protect their work from copy right 

infringement by placing a water mark on their photos (     ) 

12- Mr. Hiebert is an explorer at National Geographic.(   ) 

13- Braille helps blind students to write reports and do their 

homework. (   ) 

14- Identifying the problem is the last step in solving computer 

problems. (   ) 

15- You must decide to share information using the intranet or 

internet. ( ) 

16- Technological tools help us to manage digital files. (  ) 

17- Humans and organizations communicate every day using 

computer networks. ( ) 
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18- The intranet is used to share information in an open network. (  )  

19- HDMI is a wire that connects a computer or laptop with the 

router. ( ) 

20- We can turn on and off home appliances connected to the 

internet from a distance (  ) 

21- Breaking the topic down into smaller subtopics helps you in 

conducting research. ( ) 

22- We can use the digital camera to transfer and share files. ( ) 

23- You can add the main folder inside sub-folders to manage files. ( ) 

24- Ethernet is more stable and faster than Wi-Fi. ( ) 

25- Always ask a permission from your parents before buying 

anything online. (  ) 

26- To create a simple formula, we select the cell and then type a (*) 

sign to let Excel know that we want to create a formula. ( )  

27- The internet is a private network that Is restricted to some 

people. ( )  

28- QR code is used to get information quickly and easily. ( )  

29- LAN is a network that connects computers from all over the 

world. ( )  

30- Mr. Hiebert prefers virtual meetings for communication. ( )  

31- Megabits per second (Mbps) is used to measure the network 

speed. ( ) 

32- To connect a computer to the internet, you must  

use a gateway. ( ) 

33- The internet is more secure and private than the intranet ( ) 

34- You can add or subtract any data using Microsoft excel. ( ) 

35- Using full sentences is a good idea when searching for any topic ( ) 

36- The rows are labeled with numbers, while the columns are 

labeled with letters in Excel. (   ) 
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37- The more cycles that CPU performs, the faster data can be 

processed. 

38- Jeff Kerby is an archaeologist and a mentor. ( ) 

39- Phishing is one of the ways that hackers use to get your password. 

( ) 

40- The international symbol for public domain is ©. ( ) 

41- You can ask your teacher for help while browsing a site for the 

first time. (  ) 

42- Scareware websites offer you a prize that you never get. ( ) 

43- Phishing is a text message that looks real, but isn't ( ) 

44- Copyrights do not protect the photographs of a photographer. (  ) 

45- Egyptian Knowledge Bank Is a reliable source. ( ) 

46- If you type NOT, the results will include both words. ( ) 

47- You should paraphrase the author’s writing in your own style. (  ) 

48- We must try to limit the personal information we share online. (  ) 

49- To avoid scam websites, you should check your Uniform Resource 

Locator (URL). (   ) 

50- Phishing messages cannot be recognized. (   ) 

51- Photos and videos are from reliable sources. (  ) 

52- When you search for images online, you can filter your results to 

show those with a public domain license. (    ) 

53- Copyright law protects both printed and digital content. (   ) 

54- You must add the URL and the author’s name at the end of your 

writing. (   ) 

55- We can use public domain sources without asking the owner's 

permission. (  ) 

56- Sweepstakes never sends you the correct items you bought. ( )  

57- Strong passwords must contain letters, numbers, and special 

signs. ( )  
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58- Data-stealing software may ask you to enter your bank account 

details. ( )  

 

59- Facts can be debated and proven, and they come from a research. 

( ) 

60- Synonyms make your search terms more accurate. (  ) 

61- Creative works become public domain when the creator dies 

immediately. ) 

62- Hackers can send a virus to all the e-mail addresses in your e-mail 

account. ( ) 

63- Using the factor OR makes results include all forms of the word. (  

) 

64- If there is no author, then write the source, the date, and the  

URL (   ) 

65- Websites that ask for too much personal information are safe. ( )  

66- Password managers create a unique password for each of your 

accounts. ( ) 

67- People can use photographs without asking permission from their 

owners. ( ) 

68- Anti-virus can tell you if one of your passwords has been stolen 

online. (   ) 

69- Use quotation marks to add the Important author’s words. (  ) 

70- Jeff Kerby shares his high-resolution photos with others. (   )  

71- The flash memory is preferred to store large files than the 

external hard drive. (   ) 

72- When using any source, make sure that the information is based 

on opinions. (  ) 

73- Egyptian laws protect the copyrights of people. (  ) 

74- A reliable source will have misspelled words or bad grammar. (  ) 
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75- Both hard disks and flash memory are used for the same purpose 

(  ) 

76- Phishing means providing at least two ways of identifying 

yourself. (  ) 

Question 3: Complete the following sentences 

1- To create a folder, we right click then choose …………… then 

………... 

2- To give a folder a new name we right click then choose 

………………… 

3- To look for needed information we should use ……………….. 

engines 

4- ……………………is a program used to write reports. 

5- …………………is a program used to create spreadsheets. 

6- …………………..is an archaeologist and explorer  

7- Dr. Hiebert held virtual meetings using platforms 

like……………and………… 

8- ……………… is a program used to prepare presentations. 

9- Dr. Hiebert uses……….and…………when he wants to communicate 

more formally. 

10- ………………… and  ………………… are from computer accessories  

11- ……………………….is a cable that connects a computer or laptop to a 

router 

12- ……………………is a cable that transmits audio and video from/to 

devices. 

13- ……………..is a device that connects a computer to the internet via 

Wi-Fi or ethernet. 

14- ……….……, …………… and…………  are some of the computer's 

units of measurement. 
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15- …………is a network that connects computers, and the people 

using them, from all around the world. 

16- …………..is a private type of network, restricted to only those that 

are part of the business, school, or organization that it is 

connecting. 

17- …………….. and ……………. are different types of networks 

18- …………….  is short for World Wide Web. 

19- We add files to a folder by…………..&…………..  

20- The internet contains a…………..amount of information 

21- We have to pick the right…………..when we use a search engine 

22- We should decide on a……………….for our search 

23- We use search engines such as………………….   

24- When searching, we break the topic down into smaller ………………. 

25- The internet is used to share information over the web and 

is………...secure 

26- An intranet is used to share in a closed network and is………………. 

Secure. 

27- To sort the info in alphabetical order you open.…………Then click 

on………...  

28- To open Microsoft Excel we open the………… menu 

29- We can set a simple formula using …………... 

30- ……………...is an ecologist and a photographer. 

31- …………………. are trips to places where one takes photographs of 

the area. 

32- Some home appliances can be connected to the internet like 

…………….. and ……………. 

33- Jeff Kerby ensures that his work is protected by sharing…………..  

photos that won't look good if printed 

34- If you fell a victim to a scam website, you should report it to 

a…………. or contact the………………. or ………………… 
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35- To avoid scam websites we should check…………… and ……………. 

36- A reliable source will be…………., with almost no mistakes.  

37- Following copyright rules and laws is a………….decision. 

38- The best way to find reliable digital sites is to follow……………..  

39- If two online sources have different information, double-check 

that both sites are………… 

40- Facts cannot be ………………. 

41- Your password should be ………………  

42- …………….is sending a message via e-mail or social media 

applications that looks real but isn't. 

43- ………………………is to provide at least two ways of identifying 

yourself 

44- …………………helps you create strong passwords to protect your 

personal data from hacker 

45- Sources in the…………………… and with ………………………. reuse 

licenses can be used without a creator's permission 

46- You can use some of the writing of others, but you should 

…………………... 

47- When you use AND operator in search, results will include 

………………… 

48- When you use OR operator in search, results will include 

………………… 

49- When you use the NOT operator in search, results ……………... the 

terms 

50- Use …………………... to make your search terms more accurate 

51- If you don’t want to get permission or buy images, you can 

………………. Instead 

 

Model answers 
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Q1 

1-c , 2-a , 3-a , 4-b , 5-b , 6-c , 7-c , 8-b , 9-a , 10-a , 11-c , 12-b , 

13-b , 14-c , 15-c , 16-c , 17-b , 18-b , 19-a , 20-a , 21-c ,22-a , 

23-c , 24-a , 25-b , 26-a , 27-b , 28-b , 29-a , 30-b , 31-a , 32-c , 

33-c , 34-c , 35-b , 36-c , 37-a ,38-c , 39-a , 40-b , 41-a , 42-b , 

43-c , 44-a , 45-b , 46-c , 47-a , 48-c , 49-c , 50-b , 51-a , 52-c , 

53-c , 54-b , 55-c , 56-a , 57-c , 58-b , 59-a , 60-a , 61-b , 62-c , 

63-b , 64-b , 65-b , 66-c , 67-b , 68-c , 69-b , 70-a , 71-b , 72-b  

 

Q2 

1-F , 2-F , 3-T , 4-F , 5-F , 6-T , 7-F , 8-F , 9-T , 10-F , 11-T , 12-T , 

13-F , 14-F , 15-T , 16-T , 17-T , 18-F , 19-F , 20-T , 21-T ,22-F , 

23-F , 24-T , 25-T , 26-F , 27-T , 28-T , 29-F , 30-F , 31-T , 32-T , 

33-F , 34-T , 35-F , 36-T , 37-T , 38-F , 39-T , 40-F , 41-T , 42-F , 

43-F , 44-F , 45-T , 46-F , 47-T , 48-T , 49-T , 50-F , 51-T , 52-T , 

53-T , 54-T , 55-T , 56-F , 57-T , 58-T , 59-F , 60-T , 61-F , 62-T , 

63-F , 64-T , 65-F , 66-T , 67-F , 68-F , 69-T , 70-F , 71-F , 72-F , 

73-T , 74-F , 75-T , 76-F  

 

Q3 

1- New – folder  

2- Rename  

3- Search  

4- MS word  
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5- MS Excel  

6- Fred Hiebert  

7- Zoom and WhatsApp 

8- MS PowerPoint  

9- Letters – emails 

10- Flash memory – router  

11- Ethernet cable 

12- HDMI 

13- Router  

14- Kilobyte, byte, gigabyte  

15- Internet  

16- Intranet  

17- Internet – intranet  

18- www 

19- drag and drop  

20- large  

21- keywords  

22- topic  

23- google 

24- subtopics  

25- less  

26- more  

27- tool bar – data then sort  

28- start  

29- excel  

30- jeff Kerby  

31- photography expeditions  
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32- washing machine – television  

33- low resolution  

34- trusted adult – child helpline – the general department for 

combating internet crimes  

35- URL is credible – misspelling and grammar mistakes  

36- Well written 

37- Good  

38- Recommended sites 

39- Reliable  

40- Debated  

41- Strong  

42- Phishing  

43- MFA: multi factor authentication 

44- Password manager  

45- Public domain – creative commons  

46- Cite them  

47- Both terms  

48- Either term 

49- Will not include  

50- Synonyms  

51- Take images 
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Revision sheet 

ICT G5 

 
A) Complete the missing parts using the words between the brackets : 

(formal – archaeologist – spreadsheet( Excel) – virtual meeting – Madrasitna 

channel ) 

1- You can use ………………when the other people are in different countries. 

2- A…………….. is used to prepare graph and tables. 

3- Handing over documents in person is a ………………..way of communication. 

4- Mr. Hiebert is an …………….………….. and explorer in National Geographic. 

5- Students who would just a quick review can use……………….. 

 

B) Complete the missing parts using the words between the brackets : 

(WWW – router – ISP – LAN – EKB – internet – Intranet ) 

1- ……………enables you to connect your laptop to the internet via WIFI or Ethernet. 

2-   ……………is used to share information in an opened network.  

3- ……………consists of one computer connected to a printer . 

4- …………….Is a part of internet network made up of web pages and sites. 

5- …………….is available for free to all Egyptian who register on the site. 

6- ……………..is the internet service provided by Egyptian companies to citizens. 

7-   ……………is used to share information in a closed network.  

 

C) Complete the missing parts using the words between the brackets : 

(QR code – camera -  HDMI – ethernet cable – scanner – flash memory ) 

1- …………….Store information and runs faster than a hard disk. 

2- …………….connects the computer or laptop to the router 

3- ……………is a cable that transmits audios and videos to and from devices . 

4- ……………help us to get images ,while …………………. Help us to save it on the 

computer. 

5- ……………Helps us to access the information by scanning it with a phone camera. 

 

D) Complete the missing parts using the words between the brackets : 

( addition – subtraction – division – letters – numbers – sorting ) 

1- The information can be arranged alphabetically using …………….. property. 

2- We use the formula ÷ for the …………..process 

3- We use the formula +  for the …………..process 

4- The rows are labeled with ………………..,while the columns are labeled with……….  
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E) Complete the missing parts using the words between the brackets : 

(high resolution photos – low resolution photos – copyright infringement – 

watermark ) 

1- …………………is using photographs that were taken by others without asking 

permission. 

2- Photographers can place a……………….an their photos. 

3- ………………….won’t look good if printed or uploaded to a website. 

4- Jeff kerby shares his………………. Only with people he trusted. 

 

 Choose the correct answer:  

1- Mr. Hiebert uses ………………………. to design presentations for his discoveries. 

a.  Facebook                             b. PowerPoint                             c. e-mail.  

 

2- Mr. Hiebert uses ………………………. to share his discoveries with his colleagues. 

a. MS Word                            b. MS Excel                                 c. video conference  

 

3-  …………………………. the problem is the first step to solve any computer problem.  

a. Identifying                      b. Planning                                   c. Leaving  

 

4- When the browser is running slow, you have to ……………………………. .  

a. delete unwanted apps                                 c. check the Wi-Fi signal                                         

b. restart the computer 

 

5-  You should check for software updates when ……………………………. .  

a. there is no internet connection                           b. downloading a file is very slow 

b. your computer slows down while opening an app 

 

6-  You should try a new Ethernet cable when ……………………………. .  

a. the internet connection is interrupted                  c. the screen freezes  

b. your computer slows down  

 

7-  You can contact the customer service of your ISP for help when 

……………………………. . 

a. the internet connection is interrupted                    b. the browser is running slow 

c. an app won't open  
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8-  If your computer slows down when opening an app, you can 

…………………………. . 

a. restart your router                                              c. check for software updates  

b. check the Wi-Fi speed 

 

9-  To store and share information, we use a ……………………………. . 

a. scanner                              b. printer                               c. flash memory 

 

10-  A ……………………. is used to save images on the computer to use them later. 

a. scanner                            b. printer                                c. router 

 

11- A ……………. helps us to access information by scanning it with a phone camera. 

a. browser                             b. QR code                            c. digital book 

 

12- To create a folder, use the mouse and press the ……………………………. .  

a. left button, then select New, then select Folder 

b. right button, then select Folder, then select New  

c. right button, then select New, then select Folder  

 

13- ……………………. folders helps us manage files using information technology. 

a. Creating                                b. Deleting                                    c. Copying  

 

14-  What is the first step that helps you to organize the data in your computer? 

a. Adding a subfolder                                             c. Typing a name for the folder  

b. Creating the main folder  

 

15-  The first step in conducting research is to ……………………………. . 

a. share your results               b. decide on keywords             c. decide on the topic  

 

16-  Before you express the data in a graph, you must ……………………………. .  

a. share it online                 b. analyze it                              c. delete it 

 

17- It is not a good idea to use ………………………. when searching for subtopics. 

a. full sentences                                       c. different words with different meanings  

b. different words with the same meanings 

 

18- The best way to collect information is getting it from ……………………………. . 

a. Facebook                          b. printed books                            c. WhatsApp 
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19-  The ………… is used to share information in a closed and private network. 

a. letter                                  b. internet                                  c. intranet  

 

20-  The internet is ……………………………. secure than the intranet. 

a. Less                                  b. more                                       c. no correct answer 

 

21-  The rows in MS Excel are labeled with ……………………………. .  

a. letters                            b. numbers                                    c. symbols 

  

22-  Typing ……………………………. in the cell tells Excel you are creating a 

formula. 

a. +                                        b. –                                                c. = 

 

23- If you want to sum the values in columns A, B, and C from row 4, then the 

formula is ……………………………. . 

 a. C4 + B4 + A4                    b. C4 – B4 – A4                             c. A4 + B4 + C5  

 

24- When creating a formula, use the ……………………sign for subtraction. 

a. +                                  b. -                                                  c. = 

 

25- When creating a formula for division, use the ……………………………. sign.  

a. +                                  b. –                                                  c. ÷  

 

26-  If you want to subtract the values in columns E, C, and A from row 6, write the 

formula ……………………………. .  

a. E6 – C6 – A6               b. E9 – C6 – A9                             c. E9 – C9 – A9  

 

27-  ……………………. is an ecologist and he photographs landscapes and animals.  

a. Albert Lin                          b. Fred Hiebert                            c. Jeff Kerby  

 

28-  When Jeff Kerby prepares for a trip, he thinks carefully about ……………………. .  

a. the things he will do        b. the places he will go to            c. a & b  

 

29- Jeff Kebry uses all these tools in his expedition, except ……………………………. .  

a. GPS                               b. GPR                                        c. drones  
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30- The ……………………………. is used to back up all the photos you take.  

a. drone                             b. GPS                                       c. hard disk drive 

  

31-  Sometimes the photographer uses his ………………………. to take quick pictures. 

a. computer                      b. mobile phone                         c. GPS 

 

32- If Jeff Kebry needs to share photos with his colleagues immediately, he uses the 

……………………………. .  

a. cell phone applications                                    c. cameras and drones  

b. social media sites  

 

33- Jeff Kebry uses ……………………………. to navigate places. 

a. hard drives                  b. GPS                                    c. laptops  

 

34-  A photographer should share his high-resolution photos with ………………………. .  

a. people he knows         b. people he trusts                   c. all people  

 

35- A photographer should protect his work by not sharing images with 

.……………………. . 

a. high resolution            b. low resolution                       c. watermark  

 

36- Using photographs that were taken by others without asking permission is 

……………………………. .  

a. owning images            b. copyright infringement          c. back-up copies 

 

37- ……………. use the internet to break into your computer to steal your information. 

a. Programmers                b. Hackers                          c. Thieves ICT Prim.  

38- ………………………. information includes your name, address, and passwords. 

a. Internet                        b. public                              c. Personal  

 

39- To keep your data safe, use ………………………. programs on all your devices.  

a. social media                b. anti-virus                           c. browser  

 

40-  Passwords must be ……………………………. for each website you register on.  

a. different                  b. weak                                  c. similar 

 

41- ……………………………. is considered a strong password.  

a. Ahmed123                 b. abcd895                             c. Ac#258#h  
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42-  If a website asks you to enter much personal information, you 

……………………………. .  

a. enter all your data           b. enter trusted data only        c. avoid using this website 

 

43- ……………………………. your devices regularly keeps your data safe.  

a. Uploading                        b. Updating                          c. Restarting  

 

44-  The ……………. is used to save your important files securely.  

a. flash memory                  b. CD drive                           c. external hard drive  

 

45-  …………………. allows users to connect their laptops to a bigger screen to watch 

movies or play games. 

a. HDMI                              b. Ethernet cable                  c. Receiver 

  

46-  Internet speeds are much faster with ……………………………. Connection 

a. Bluetooth                        b. Ethernet                            c. Wi-Fi  

 

47- Everyone owns the …………………. of the images they take unless they sell them.  

a. copyright infringement           b. copyrights                        c. infringement  

 

48-  Both the flash memory and hard disk have the same ……………………………. .  

a. space                                     b. shape                              c. purpose 

 

49- The internet is more ……………………………. than the intranet.  

a. private                                 b. secure                              c. public  

 

50-  Which of the following have the same purpose? 

 a. Router and flash memory                                b. HDMI and drones 

 c. Ethernet cable and Wi-Fi 
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Model answer: 

A) Complete the missing parts using the words between the brackets : 

1- virtual meeting                                                  4- archaeologist 

2- spreadsheet( Excel)                                          5-  Madrasitna channel 

3- formal 

 

B) Complete the missing parts using the words between the brackets : 

1- Router                                                       5- EKB 

2- Internet                                                      6- ISP 

3-  LAN                                                          7- Intranet 

4- WWW 

 

C) Complete the missing parts using the words between the brackets : 

1- flash memory                                                  4- camera , scanner 

2- ethernet cable                                                 5- QR code 

3- HDMI 

 

D) Complete the missing parts using the words between the brackets : 

1- Sorting                                                               3- subtraction 

2- Division                                                              4- numbers , letters 

 

E) Complete the missing parts using the words between the brackets : 

1- copyright infringement                             3- low resolution photos 

2- watermark                                                4- high resolution photos 

Choose the correct answer: 

 1 b                    2 c                 3 a                        4 b                        5                              

6 a                     7 a                 8 c                        9 c                       10 a                         

11 b                  12 c               13 a                      14 b                      15 c                               

16 b                  17 b               18 b                      19 c                       20 a   

21 b                  22 c                23 a                     24 b                      25 c                          

26 a                  27 c                28 c                     29 b                      30 c                         

31 b                  32 a                33 b                     34 b                      35 a                             

36 b                  37 b                38 c                      39 b                      40 a 

41 c                  42 c                 43 b                     44 c                      45 a                       

46 b                  47 b                 48 c                     49 c                      50 c  
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